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ABSTRACT
Disaster monitoring is one of the most challenging applica-
tion in wireless ad hoc networks as establishing infrastructure
based networks are neither feasible nor suitable in that en-
vironments. As disaster strikes suddenly therefore advance
planning to anticipate and manage, is necessary to minimize
its effect. With a well designed ad hoc network system, the
real scenarios of post disaster could be monitored promptly,
and as per that action can be taken to save the lives of vic-
tims or minimize the losses. Reliable delivery of monitoring
message is one of the key requirements in disaster manage-
ment systems along with energy saving. Message reliability,
improves the performance of the system while energy sav-
ing prolong the life time of nodes. We design a framework
for disaster management considering above requirements.
We propose three scenarios for different situations consider-
ing reliability and energy efficiency. The simulation results
shows the end-to-end message delivery and energy efficiency
at different phase.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: C.2.1 Network
Architecture and Design (Network topology)

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Among the entire communication system available today

the popularity of wireless networks has been appreciated
due to their wide range of applicability and versatility. It
has revolutionized the modern communication technology
world like nothing before and had a significant impact on
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the modern society. Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [4,
11] is one of the most popular wireless network used in the
area; where establishing other type of network is either diffi-
cult or infeasible. It has many specific applications; disaster
management [10, 7] is one among them. Disaster may occur
due to natural calamities or may be due to any other causes,
which in turn affects large numbers of people causing loss of
different resources. Irrespective of scientific and technologi-
cal advancement in the last few decades the losses caused by
disaster has not been reduced substantially. Looking to this
fact united nation in its general assembly declared the decade
1990-1999 as the international decade for disaster reduction
[1]. Many countries in this globe have been vulnerable to
the natural calamities due to their geo-climatic condition, In-
dia is one among them. As per the 2004 disaster report [3]
published by the government of India, about 60% of lands
are prone to earthquake and 8% of total area is prone to cy-
clone, it also reported that more than 30 millions of peoples
are affected by natural calamities in each year. Though in
the last few years the promptness and alertness of the dis-
aster management has been enhanced significantly but still
the disaster management and mitigation strategy has a lot of
scope of improvement. It has been seen in many cases that
late identification of the severity of the damage and inade-
quate promptness to the address the situations increases the
damage in term of property and life. This may be due to
lack of a reliable information network at the time of crisis.
In this model it has been tried to showcase how the ad hoc
network could address prompt and appropriateness of dis-
aster management maintaining quick message transmission
and energy efficiency hand in hand. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the disaster grade
of alertness and related information. Proposed scheme is ex-
plained in Section 3. Performan evalution of the algorithm in
section 4 and finally conclusions in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND
In this model the disaster control room is established at af-

fected area,which monitored the rescue operation and takes
necessary action to reduce the losses. The control room ac-
cesses the severity of emergency and generates a code for it.
The table 1 shows the mapping of disaster emergency level
to disaster grade of alertness (DGA). When the level of emer-
gency is severe, highest grade of alertness is assigned [i.e
DGA is assigned to 1] and so on for other emergency level.
Depending on the DGA, the proposed framework will select
a specific phase for mitigation and rescue operation. In a dis-
aster monitoring domain the major challenge is how to take
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prompt action to reduce the possible losses in post disaster
scenarios. Prompt action is possible through reliable net-
work communication system. It means the network should
guaranty reliable transmission of message. Higher end-to-
end reliability is possible through multi hop communication
and with increased power transmission. The reliability of
message delivery can be enhanced by increasing number of
nodes in the network. Reliability could be further enhanced
by multiple transmissions with acknowledgements. How-
ever all these methods consume more power in the system.
As it is known that power consumption [8] is a crucial fac-
tor in ad hoc network as nodes are battery operated and it
is difficult to replace or remove battery in disaster scenario.
In this framework energy is address as a major issue. Here
we restricted the number of flooding message to enhance the
battery power at node level which can ultimately increases
the life time of the network.

Table 1: Disaster Grade of Alertness
Level of Emergency DGA
Huge Death toll / Severe loss of property 1
Moderate death toll and loss of property 2
Moderate loss of property 3

3. ENERGY EFFICIENT DISASTER MAN-
AGEMENT PROTOCOL

3.1 Network Structure and Assumptions
Let us consider a wireless ad hoc network where, set V =

(v1, v2, .., vn) nodes are deployed in the disaster affected area.
Each node u ∈ V has a unique id(ui) = i where 1 < i < n.
Each node is equipped with Omni directional antenna and
is aware about their location information by the help of any
positioning technology like GPS [12]. The location informa-
tion will be used for calculating the distance between the
nodes. The nodes can operate at different power level and
adaptively control the transmission power depending on the
requirements. Let pmin

u and pmax
u represents as minimum and

maximum power of node u to support communication. Let
p(uv) be the transmission power of u to reach v and Ru rep-
resents the corresponding range of node u. The distance
between node u(xi, yi) and v(xj, yj) is represented as d(uv)
and can be calculated based on Euclidean formula. The fol-
lowing are some basic definition used in this paper for better
understanding.

The one-hop neighbor set of node u denoted as N1
u is defined

as the set of all nodes that has a direct link to u when it trans-
mit in the range of (pmin

u , p
max
u ).

N1
u = (v ∈ V|d(uv) ≤ Ru)

Two-hop neighbor set N2
u is defined as the set of all nodes those

have a direct links to N1
u.

N2
u =
⋃

x∈N1
u

N1
x

The common neighbor between u and v represented as CN(uv)

can be explained as:

CN(uv) = N1
u ∩N1

v

where N1
u,N

1
v are the one hop neighbor set of u and v respec-

tively.

3.2 Scenario Selection
Our approach is to find a suitable scenario depending on

the requirements at the time of crisis. For such we have con-
sidered twoparameters, one is hop-count andother is energy-
efficiency. Here three scenarios are presented for discussion;
depending on DGA the specific scenario will be selected. We
proposed two alogorithms, the Algorithm 1 (MSGFW) will
executed by all the receipiant node to check the eligibility to
forward the message, while algorithm 2 (Scenario Slection)
will selects the specific scenarios depending on the DGA by
adjusting transmision power.

Algorithm 1 MSGFW
Require: Notations

N1
u One-hop neighbor set

N2
u Two-hop neighbor set

CN(uv) Common neighbor between u and v
d(uv) Euclidean distance between u and v
MSG Message Packet containing information
DestDist Distance to Destination from Sender

Source S broadcast the MSG
For any node u, ∀u ∈ V

1: if recv MSG then
2: {
3: Decode the MSG
4: Calculates d(uD)
5: if d(uD) ≥ DestDist then
6: Drop the MSG
7: end if
8: else
9: {

10: ∀w ∈ V : w ∈ N1
u
⋂

N1
s

11: if d(uD) ≤ (wD) then
12: Update the MSG and Broadcast
13: else
14: Drop the MSG
15: }
16: end if
17: }
18: end if

3.2.1 Most Critical Phase
The objective of this phase is to transmit the message as

quickly as possible such that the message can reach the des-
tination possible through less numbers of hops. The source
node transmits the message with maximum power and is re-
ceived by the nodes in its proximity. The nodes will run the
MSGFW to forward the message. If a node found eligible to
forward the message then it keeps the previous information
and update the message and transmit with maximum power.
The intuition behind the approach is, the message will reach
the destination through less number of hops. The figure 1
depicted the network structure of MCS. Each node keeps the
information about their one-hop and two-hop neighbors [9],
and maintains a list for this.

The description of MSG sends by the nodes are given below
where.
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Figure 1: Network Structure MCP

SenID Senders Identity
SenInfo Location information of Sender
DestID Destinations Identity
DestInfo Location information of Destination
DestDist Distance to destination from Sender

Table 2: MSG Sends by S
SenID SenInfo DestID DestInfo DestDist
S (250,450) D (800,400) 552.26

For example when source node S prepared the MSG as
shown in table 2 and broadcast it with maximum power. It
is received by A, B, and C as N1

u = (A,B,C). On receiving the
MSG all the nodes executes the MSGFW algorithm. As MSG
contains location information of sender and destination and
each node knows their own location as well as their neighbors
information so by using Eucledean distance formula they can
find the correcponding distance. Node C calculates d(CD)
and compares with the DestDist. As d(CD) > DestDist so it
drop the MSG as it is not closer to destination as compared
to sender. Node B finds d(BD) < DestDist, then it calculates
common nodes CN(SB) between S and B and it found that
CN(SB) = A. It then compare the d(BD) and d(AD). As d(BD) >
d(AD) so it will drop the MSG as A is closer to D as compare
to B. In this way A will executes the MSGFW and found that
it is elegible to forward. Forwarding node A makes necessary
changes in the MSG and broadcasts with maximum power.
The table 3 shows MSG sends by A. All the neighbor of A
will receive the MSG and will run the MSGFW algorithm for
elegibility. In this way MSG will reach the destination. The
objective of this scenario is the MSG will reach the destination
through the farthest node in the proximaty of sender which
is closer to the destination. it means the MSG reaches the
destination through less numbers of hop. Energy saving is
done by by reducing the numbers of flooding MSG as all the
nodes receiveing MSG are not forwarding it.

Table 3: MSG Sends by A
SenID SenInfo DestID DestInfo DestDist

A (450, 500) D (800,400) 364

3.2.2 Optimal Power Phase
The objective of this scenario is to conserve energy through

multi hop transmission. The scenario is selected when DGA

is 3. As multi-hop consumes less energy most of the times so
it focused on short multi-hop path for communication by ad-
justing the transmission power at node level. When the node
adjusts the transmission power its neighbor information also
changes in comparision to maximum power transmission.
The figure 2 shows MSG transmission of OPP it is shown that
N1

S = (B,C), as S sends the message with minimum power
[previously it is also received by A as N1

S = (A,B,C) in MCP
]. On receiving the MSG node B and C executes the MSGFW
algorithm to forward the MSG and depending on that B will
send the next MSG. In this way MSG will reach the destina-
tion through path (S-B-A-Y-Z-R-D).

Figure 2: Message Transmissions in OPP

3.2.3 Avarage Reliable and Power Phase
In MCP minimum hop count is the basic objective as the

MSG have to reach the destination as quickly as possible due
high emergency level, so all the node transmit at maximum
power but OPP as emergency level is low so priorities given
to energy saving and nodes transmit with low power. This
scenario provoked when the level of emergency is moderate
i.e DGA is 2. In such situation the source node wants to
communicate with maximum power so as to reach the des-
tination as quickly as possible through less number of hops
where intermediate node apply power control as that of OPS
to allow the message to go through many short paths to reach
destination in order to save energy. We called this scenario
as average reliable and power phase as it tries to satisfy some
objective of MCP and OPP. In MCP hop count is the perfor-
mance metric while energy saving is the major objective in
OPP, so it tries to satisfy some requirements from both.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUTION
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

algorithm an analytical model has been developed to evalu-
ate the end-to-end message delivery and end-to-end energy
consumption of different phase. Simulations have been con-
ducted by using QualNet simulator [2]. The network topol-
ogy is of a square region of 1500 meter and nodes are uni-
formly distributed in it. We study the algorithm behavior
at different node density. It has assumed that no node can
reach the destination in one-hop communication for which
we varies the number of hops from two to ten. The figure 3
showsend-to-endmessagedeliver reliability at different node
density. Simulation results suggest that end-to-end reliability
increases with a decrease in the number of hops. The energy
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Algorithm 2 Scenario Selection
1: Derive (DGA)
2: if DGA=1 then
3: {
4: For source node(S): Prepare MSG and transmit with

pmax
s

5: For receiver(u): Run MSGFW, If eligible to forward
then transmit with pmax

u
6: }
7: else
8: if DGA=2 then
9: {

10: For source node(S): Prepare MSG and transmit with
pmax

s
11: For receiver(u): Run MSGFW, If eligible to forward

then transmit with pmin
u

12: }
13: else
14: {
15: ∀u ∈ v, Set transmission power = pmin

u
16: For source node(s): Prepare MSG and transmit
17: For receiver(u): Run MSGFW, If eligible to forward

then transmit
18: }
19: end if
20: end if

consumption of three different phases with varying user den-
sity is shown on figure 4. As expected OPP is most energy
efficient as compared to other phase and also found that at
low node density the energy consumption behavior between
ARPP and OPP are very less. MCP consumes more power
but at high node density the average energy consumption
between ARPP and MCP are very close.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The disaster management using wireless ad hoc network

has been discussed in this paper. We discussed about three
scenarios considering different level of emergency in post dis-
aster situation. The different phases uses the hop count met-
rics for message transmission, means when level of severity
is high the message will deliver through less number of hops
using higher transmission power. In other situation nodes
will adaptively adjust the transmission power to reduce the
power consumptions in the network. The simulation results
show the end-to-end reliability at different node density and
energy requirement in different phase. There are many issues
left for future work , one of the issue is how to support re-
liable [5] message transmission with considering power and
mobility. The mobility model for disaster management is
very interesting and several assumptions can be made about
this. Although several mobility models [6] had been pro-
posed in different literatures but none of them can be applied
directly to the disaster management systems.
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